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SUMMARY 

The solution of the problem of mechanical stress distribution in a complexly built environment 
of rocks disturbed by the presence of mining chambers in the formations of potassium salt is 
demonstrated on the example of the Kalush-Holin deposit in Pre-Carpathians. The reliability 
of the calculations is confirmed by comparing the results with laboratory data for salt and saline 
rocks in uniaxial compression and tension. By the example of comparing the results of model 
experiments in relation to stress calculations and practical investigations by the method of the 
Natural Pulsing Electromagnetic Field of the Earth (NPEMFE), the connection and identity of 
the anomalies are proved. This makes it possible to use the results to create a theoretical basis 
for quantitative interpretation of the NPEMFE method. 
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Introduction 
 
The purpose of the presented studies is to coordinate the reflection of the stress state of rocks in the 
natural pulsing electromagnetic field of the Earth (NPEMFE). 
The solution of this issue is necessary in the aspect of theoretical justification of the effectiveness of the 
NPEMFE method. The general foundations of the method are described in the works of A. Vorobiov, 
which give only a general relation between mechanical and electrical characteristics.  However, the 
quantitative characteristics that would allow us to estimate changes in the stress state in accordance with 
the differentiation of the excited electromagnetic field, remained unknown. Determination of such 
characteristics and noted relationships are an urgent task of modern geophysics (Bagriy et al., 2017; 
Doroshenko et al., 2019). Solving this problem is the goal of the presented research. 
The object of research for which theoretical calculations were made and field geophysical studies were 
performed is the Kalush-Holin potash salt deposit, located in the Carpathian region. From a geological 
point of view, powerful salt deposits (200 - 600 m) occur among rocks containing saline clays or saline 
breccias. The age of the rocks is Neogene. The depth of occurrence is from the first dozens of meters to 
hundreds of meters. Potash ore extraction was carried out by heading-and-stall at depths of 80-260 
meters. Therefore, we have a distinct differentiation of the rock mass by the stress state. 
 
Determination of stresses around a rectangular working 
 
The problem of stress distribution around a rectangular working was considered by S.N. Savin and 
A.V. Marhaievskyi (Shashenko et al., 2005). The calculation results showed that extreme values of 
normal stresses occur on the mine workings circuit and are determined by the formulas: 

- in the sides of the camera: 
 

     )1(H0 maxZZX     (1) 

 
- in the array and ceiling of the camera:  

 

   1)1(H0 maxXXZ      (2) 

 
In the above formulas: 
 - specific gravity;  H  - depth;   - horizontal stress coefficient or Dinnik coefficient;  and   - 

coefficients that are determined by the size of the mine workings.  
 
Calculation of stresses around a rectangular mine working using the example of the Kalush-Holin 
potash salt deposit 
 
We consider a rectangular working that has the following dimensions:  ba   and is located at a depth 
below the surface H and is located in a rock mass of Κainite and Κainite-langbeinite ores.  
The initial values adopted are as follows: 

180a м; 40b м; 95.1 ; 25.0 ; 125H  м; 3103.19  3m
H ; 49.0 . At values, 

extreme values of normal stresses occur on the workings circuit and are equal to:  
 in the sides of the camera: 

    94.549.0)95.11(125103.19)1(H0 3
maxZZX    

MPA, - compressive stress; 
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in the array and ceiling of the camera:  

    934.01)25.01(49.0125103.191)1(H0 3
maxXXZ    

MPA, - tension stress; 
 
To analyze the results obtained, we give the value of uniaxial compressive and tension strength of salt 
and salt-bearing rocks (Table 1). 
 
Table 1 Strength of salt and salt-bearing rocks for uniaxial compression and tension 
 

№ Rock 
Compressive strength, MPa Tensile strength, 

MPa σmin σavg σmax 
1. Sylvinite - kainite 25.4 31.2 39.9 1.2 – 1.5 
2. Kainite - lagnbeinite 36.5 41.5 45.7 1.8 – 2.5 
3. Kainite - halite 18.9 21.5 24.5 1.0 – 1.4 
4. Breccia salt-like clay 8.5 11.3 23.5 0.8 – 1.4 
5. Karnallite - halite 19.6 24.5 27.6 1.0 – 1.5 
6. Kainite 18.2 25.2 31.7 1.4 -  2.2 
7. Salt clay 26,3 30.3 34.6 1.2 – 2.2 
8. Argillite-like clay 0 7.25 14.5 not defined 
 
As is known from the theory of resistance of materials, for strength calculations, permissible tension 
and compressive stresses are determined by the formulas: 

 
n

Мцр
  ,  

n

Мцc
  . where  Мцр , Мцc - rock tension and compressive strength limits, 

respectively ; n   - safety factor. 
A promising way to solve the problem of estimating the stress-strain state of rocks in the workings zone 
is to use the finite element method. Existing software tools make it possible to create models with 
arbitrary shapes of workings and determine the stress-strain state of rocks with sufficient accuracy in 
the entire zone of their influence. Figure 1 shows models and results of calculations of the stress state 
of the rock mass of the Holyn mine field of the Novo-Holyn mine of the Kalush-Holin potash salt 
deposit. The authors of the article developed a model for estimating the stress state of an rock mass in a 
two-dimensional formulation using the plane-strain condition. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
 Fig.1 – Stress distribution within the dead mine workings 
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To avoid the influence of edge effects, we used a sufficiently large dimensions of the rock cross-section, 
namely, the length of the studied area - 2000 m, depth - 500 m. Models of such large dimensions are 
very difficult to solve by the finite element method in a static formulation due to the problem of 
potentially large displacements in sufficiently limited zones in the vicinity of the workings. To solve 
this problem, algorithms for solving the problem by gradually increasing the load with recalculation of 
the stress-strain state at each stage are used. In this case, the load is gravity. This allows you to reduce 
the edge conditions of the model to the simplest displacement constraint. The module Transient 
Structural of software package ANSYS is used to assess the stress-strain state. The model was tested 
for workings with dimensions of 180 by 40 m at a depth of 75 m.  
For a comprehensive assessment of the impact of workings, it is advisable to use the distribution of 
Safety Factor, which takes into account the influence of all stresses, taking into account significantly 
different tensile and compressive strengths of rocks. This task can be used for both a single camera and 
a workings system.  
Analyzing the obtained results, we can conclude that on the workings contour conditional strength in 

the sides    maxZ  is fulfilled, and in the roof and the soil    maxX  - is not fulfilled. This 

means that significant tensile stresses occur in the roof and soil, which lead to a loss of stability of the 
mine workings and possible destruction.  
 
Distribution of electromagnetic radiation intensity 
 
Fig. 2 shows the results of practical field studies using the NPEMFE method at the Kalush-Holin potash 
salt deposit. General comparison of the stress distribution in Fig. 1 and the distribution of the 
electromagnetic field indicate the identity of the image for classical models, that is, a direct reflection 
of mechanical disturbances in the electromagnetic field. 
The above is the next important step in the development of the NPEMFE interpretation method, in 
particular in quantitative interpretation. This is important, given the development and practical use of 
the method, which has been observed in recent years and is noted in modern scientific works. 
 
Conclusions 
 
1. The relationship between the distribution of mechanical stresses in the rock mass and the 
accompanying geophysical electromagnetic fields shall be considered proven. 
2. This relationship is dominant for the characterization of electromagnetic field differentiations, which 
is the basis for the interpretation of NPEMFE. 
3. The reflection of technogenic disturbance of the rock mass and its changes in the post-operational 
period in the NPEMFE field is presented on the example of the Kalush-Holin potash salt deposit in the 
Pre-Carpathian region. 
4. The necessity of analyzing the regime observations of NPEMFE in the considered conditions in the 
system of ecological and geological monitoring in order to predict the development of dangerous 
processes in the tasks of preventing man-made emergencies is confirmed.  
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Figure 2 Fragments of geological models and corresponding curves NPEMFE. 
a, b, c, d - one cavity: a - there is no change in static pressure over time; b - deformation of the right 
wall cavity; c- deformation of walls; d – tensions over the ceiling cavity; e, f - complex cavities: e - 
anomalies in marginal areas; f - central anomaly. 


